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ABSTR ACT
The fast evolution of genetic sequencing techniques led to new applica-
tions in forensic genetics, one of these being the prediction of the physical
appearance of a possible perpetrator from biological traces found at the
crime scene. Some European countries recently changed their legislations,
to permit this technique, also known as ForensicDNAPhenotyping (FDP).
The phenotypical traits that may be analyzed under those revised domestic
laws are usually restricted to include no information about the suspect’s
health. This article elaborates whether the European legal framework, as
set by the Council of Europe and the European Union (EU), defines any
boundaries for the analytical scopeofFDP.After abrief introduction toFDP
and a description of the type of data collected through predictive forensic
genetics, this article discusses the relevant European legislation and the case
law of the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) and the Court of
Justice of the European Union (CJEU) around privacy, data protection and
the use of genetic data. The article attempts to define possible limits for
forensic genetic analysis, by eventually trying to predict the jurisprudence
of the two European courts.
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I. A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO FORENSIC DNA PHENOTYPING
Following the discovery of the ‘genetic fingerprint’ by Alec Jeffreys in 1984,1 the
analysis of DNA became quickly one of the most prominent investigative tools for the
police. For many years, it was the sole purpose of the forensic use of DNA to link a
suspect, either previously known or registered in a national DNA database, to a crime
scene stain. This is done by comparing the almost individualizing code of numbers, the
DNA profile derived from DNA length polymorphisms, between suspect and trace.
As early as 2002, however, the first attempts were made to use DNA traces not only
as a direct link, but also as a predictive tool. In the case of the ‘Baton Rouge Serial
Killer’, who murdered seven women between 1992 and 2003 in Louisiana, the US
company DNA Print Genomics predicted the perpetrator to be of African ancestry. At
that time, the police was looking for a white individual, due to an erroneous eyewitness
testimony. After reorienting the investigation, the police arrested theAfrican-American
Derek Todd Lee in 2003, who was convicted shortly thereafter.2

However, the prediction of phenotype from the sole knowledge of genetic ancestry
is not very reliable,3 so the technique did not become very popular and DNA Print
Genomics stopped operations in 2009.4 It was only about ten years after the case of the
‘Baton Rouge Serial Killer’, with the impressive development of newDNA sequencing
techniques that FDP started to rise again andmakepromises for the possible solutionof
cold cases, where no suspects could be identified by conventionalDNAanalysis. Today,
it is possible to predictwith useful accuracy hair, eye and skin color, the biogeographical
ancestry (BGA) and the approximate age of a person. Several other features are under
development and will be predictable in the near future.5

II. RECENT CHANGES OF LEGISLATION IN GERMANY AND SWITZERLAND
Beginning in the 1990s, when the different countries started drafting legislations for the
regulationof thegenerationofDNAprofiles, their storage andcomparison indatabases,
application of FDP was still a long way off. Accordingly, there is little surprise that a
majority of the countries in Europe has no explicit regulations on the issue. Today, it
seems that only three European countries (the Netherlands, Germany and Slovakia)
have an explicit regulation for FDP.6 Nevertheless, inmost European countries, FDP is
considered to be permitted to some extent.7

1 Alec J. Jeffreys, Victoria Wilson & Swee Lay Thein, Hypervariable ‘minisatellite’ regions in human DNA, 314
Nature 67 (1985).

2 Erin E. Murphy, Legal and ethical issues in forensic DNA phenotyping. NYU School of Law, Public Law
Research Paper 13–46, 1, 6 (2013), http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2288204 (accessed Jan. 17, 2022).

3 Manfred Kayser & Peter de Knijff, Improving human forensics through advances in genetics, genomics and
molecular biology, 12 Nat. Rev. Genet. 179, 185 (2011).

4 Lisa Gannett, Biogeographical ancestry and race, 47 Stud. Hist. Philos. Biol. Biomed. Sci. 173, 183
(2014).

5 Manfred Kayser, Forensic DNA phenotyping: Predicting human appearance from crime scene material for
investigative purposes. 18 Forensic Sci. Int. Genet. 33 (2015); Athina Vidaki & Manfred Kayser, From
forensic epigenetics to forensic epigenomics: broadening DNA investigative intelligence, 18 Genome Biol. 238
(2017).

6 Henrik Westermark et al., The regulation of the use of DNA in law enforcement, current to: 28.08.2020, E-
AVIS ISDC 2020–02, Swiss Institute of Comparative Law 1, 9 (2020), https://www.isdc.ch/me
dia/1953/e-2020-02-20-016-use-of-dna.pdf (accessed Jan. 05, 2022).

7 Gabrielle Samuel & Barbara Prainsack, The regulatory landscape of forensic DNA phenotyping in Europe,
VISAGE 1, 3 (2018), http://www.visage-h2020.eu/#publications (accessed Dec. 13, 2021) [hereinafter:
VISAGE].
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The Council of Europe’s Recommendation No R (92)1 on the use of DNA in the
criminal justice system leaves it to the discretion of the contracting states if theywish to
exploit the coding regions of the human DNA for law enforcement purposes.8 When
introducing their first regulations for forensic DNA profiling, Germany9 and Switzer-
land10 had chosen to restrict the forensic use of DNAmolecules to the analysis of non-
coding regions.11 With the great expectations that have been aroused by the recent
advancements in FDP, both countries started to change laws to be more permissive.
Germany modified the Code of Criminal Procedure (CCP) accordingly in 2019.12
Switzerland is just in the final stage to pass a revised version of the Federal Act on
the Use of DNA Profiles in Criminal Proceedings and for Identifying Unidentified or
Missing Persons (referred to hereinafter as Swiss DNA Profiles Act) alongside with a
modification of the Swiss CCP. As of April 2022, the law has already been passed by
the parliament and the referendum period has expired but it has not yet entered into
force.13

There seems to be some common ground amongEuropean legislators and scientists
that FDP, if considered permitted, should be restricted to externally visible characteris-
tics, excluding information about personality, mental state or disease.14 The argument
often put forward by the proponents of FDP, why the technique should be permitted
under this restriction, is that, in contrast to disease or personality related traits, exter-
nally visible traits are not private in a strict sense, since they are visible to everyone.15
In addition, the information that can be derived from those traits, such as hair, eye and

8 Committee ofMinisters explanatorymemorandum to RecommendationNo. R (92)1 of the Committee of
Ministers to members states. The use of analysis of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) within the framework of
the criminal justice system. (Council of Europe, 1992), para 38.

9 BGBl. I 1997, 534.
10 Art. 2, Swiss DNA Profiles Act, SR363 (amended as of Oct. 1, 2016).
11 In the literature and official documents (see e.g. Message on the amendment of the Swiss DNA Profiles

Act of Dec. 04, 2020, BBl 2021 44, 45) we can often read the argument, that the distinction between
‘coding’ and ‘non-coding’ is nowadays not valid anymore. This claim, even though very broadly used, is
not entirely true. It is true that e.g. the short tandem repeat (STR) markers used to establish standard
DNA profiles cannot be considered as ‘junk DNA’ since they can also have some function in the cell
(see e.g. Melissa Gymrek et al., Abundant contribution of short tandem repeats to gene expression variation in
humans, 48 Nature Genet. 22 (2016)). However, this observation does not challenge the differentiation
between ‘coding’ and ‘non-coding’, since ‘coding region’ usually refers to a ‘Region of DNA that encodes
the amino acid sequence of a polypeptide (or occasionally a functional mature RNA that does not specify a
polypeptide).’ Manfred Schwab (ed.), Coding Region, in Encyclopedia of Cancer. (2011), https://doi.
org/10.1007/978-3-642-16483-5_1247 (accessed Jan. 5, 2022).

12 §81e(2) sentence 2 of the German CCP, BGBl. I 2019, 2121.
13 Swiss DNA Profiles Act, Amendment (Dec. 17, 2021), BBl 2021 2998.
14 Westermark, supra note 6, at 10; Gabrielle Samuel & Barbara Prainsack, Forensic DNA phenotyping in

Europe: views ‘on the ground’ from those who have a professional stake in the technology, 38 New Genet.
Soc. 119, 133 (2019); Rafaela Granja & Helena Machado, Forensic DNA phenotyping and its politics of
legitimation and contestation: Views of forensic geneticists in Europe, Soc. Stud. Sci. (2020), https://doi.
org/10.1177/0306312720945033 (accessed July 07, 2022).

15 Manfred Kayser & Peter M. Schneider, DNA-based prediction of human externally visible characteristics in
forensics: Motivations, scientific challenges, and ethical considerations, 3 Forensic Sci. Int.-Gen. 154, 158
(2009); RegE: Gesetz zur Modernisierung des Strafverfahrens, at 30 https://www.bmj.de/SharedDocs/
Gesetzgebungsverfahren/DE/Modernisierung_Strafverfahren.html (accessed Jan. 5, 2022); Botschaft zur
Änderung des DNA-Profil-Gesetzes vom 04. Dezember 2020, BBl 2021 44, at 73.
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skin pigmentation or age is considered comparatively little sensitive.16 The same does
not apply for BGA that is not externally visible and will usually not be known to the
data subject. Consequently, this trait has not been accepted by theGerman legislator.17
Comparing BGA to medically relevant genetic information, it must nevertheless be
considered as less sensitive, because knowing one’s biogeographical roots will usually
have only little to no impact on life.18

Notwithstanding what appears to be widespread common views among scientists
and lawmakers, representatives of law enforcement agencies formulated a desire to use
medically relevant genetic information as well.19 During the consultation procedure
for the draft of the Swiss DNA Profiles Act, the representatives of the police and public
prosecutors offices, as well as several cantons claimed that they would prefer to not
restrict the scope of the FDP analysis at all and instead to ‘allow the identification of all
those characteristics which could serve to clarify the criminal act’ [citation translated
by the author].20 The rationale behind this is probably that some hereditary diseases
might again be visible21 or need some rare special treatment thatmight possibly lead to
a suspect by checking sales records of pharmaceuticals, patient registries or other health
related data repositories.22

However, the Swiss Federal Council took the view that neither health-related nor
personal characteristics such as character, behavior, and intelligence may be evaluated,
considering such an analysis as generally ‘disproportionate’.23 Claiming a lack of pro-
portionality without conducting a concrete balancing of competing rights gives the
impression that the Swiss government assumes an interference with some core of the
right to privacy that could be justified by nomeans. Referring to themodification of the
German CCP, Zöller and Thörnich made a similar claim, stating that the untouchable

16 Samuel & Prainsack, supra note 14, at 130–134. However, at least for ‘age’ this claim has to be put
under scrutiny. Some people look substantially older or younger than they actually are. The information
on biological age derived from epigenetic markers can be indicative of a health problem, if it deviates
significantly from real chronological age. See, e.g., Magdalena Spólnicka et al., DNA methylation signature
in blood does not predict calendar age in patients with chronic lymphocytic leukemia but may alert to the presence
of disease, 34 Forensic Sci. Int.-Gen. e15 (2018). See also Supiot, pointing on the inherent difficulty
to draw a sharp line between ‘visible trait’ and ‘medical information’: Elsa Supiot, Les nouveaux usages de
la génétique en matière pénale, 108 in Les Transformations de la Preuve Pénale (Pascal Beauvais &
Raphaële Parizot eds., 2018).

17 §81e(2) German CCP.
18 Sandra Soo-Jin Lee, Race, Risk, and Recreation in Personal Genomics: The Limits of Play, 27 Med.

Anthropol. Q. 550 (2013); Marc Scully, Steven D. Brown & Turi King, Becoming a Viking: DNA testing ,
genetic ancestry and placeholder identity, 39 Ethnic Racial Stud. 162 (2016); Janet K. Shim, Sonia Rab
Alam & Bradley E. Aouizerat, Knowing something versus feeling different: The effects and non-effects of genetic
ancestry on racial identity, 37 NewGenet. Soc. 44 (2018).

19 Samuel & Prainsack, supra note 14, at 133–134.
20 Report on the comments received from interested parties on the draft of the amended Swiss DNA Profiles

Act, 1, 9 (2020), https://www.fedpol.admin.ch/dam/fedpol/de/data/sicherheit/personenidentifikation/
dna/ve-ber.pdf (accessed Jan. 5, 2022) [hereinafter: Consultation report].

21 This become all the more realistic with the development of Artificial Intelligence for the prediction of
diseases from facial features: see Yaron Gurovich et al. Identifying facial phenotypes of genetic disorders using
deep learning. 25 Nat. Med. 60 (2019).

22 The later strategy bears the serious risk to cause mistrust in health care providers that has to be considered,
but will not be discussed in this article. See, e.g. Caitlin Curtis et al., Protecting trust in medical genetics in the
new era of forensics, 21 Genet. Med. 1483 (2019).

23 BBl 2021 44, 48–49.
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core of privacy is violatedwhenpsychological, character-related or disease-related traits
are analyzed.24 In this article, Iwill examine theEuropean legislation and the case lawof
the CJEU and the ECtHR, trying to anticipate whether this claim might actually hold
up in the European courts.

III. DEFINING THE TYPE OF DATA

III.A. Health-Related FDP Generates Sensitive Data
In the following, I will use the terms ‘health-related FDP’ or ‘health-related forensic
genetic data’whenwriting about the analysis of genetic variants associatedwith thepsy-
chological,medical or character statusof aperson for thepurposeof lawenforcement.25
Definitely, this appears to be a very broad term that could be further differentiated. The
intrusion into a person’s private life by health-related FDP is not always the same; it
is rather dependent on the medical condition revealed. If we investigate the genetic
causes formonogenic diseases likeTrisomy21,manifesting at birth anddiagnosedwith
certainty and in probably all of the prevailing cases, this information will not be new to
the data subject and in addition, it will be obvious to almost everyone who encounters
this person. Therefore, it cannot be considered as equally sensitive as the discovery of
an increased risk of developing an incurable disease at a later stage in life, such as early
onset Alzheimer26 or even as confirming a carrier status that will lead to such a disease
with almost certainty such as Huntington’s disease. Actually, in the US and Europe,
it has been demonstrated that less than 20% of the people at risk for Huntington’s
disease choose to test for it, themajor reasons given for this choice being the ‘lack of an
effective cure or treatment [ . . . ] and inability to undo knowledge’.27 The examples of
early onset Alzheimer and Huntington’s disease demonstrate that any genetic analysis
done without informed consent has to undergo a balancing between the right to know
and the right not to know of the data subject, with respect to the type of information
obtained.28

How difficult the balancing between those two competing rights of the same indi-
vidual can be in practice, can be seen from the ongoing debate in medical genetics
about incidental findings. There seems to be some consensus that incidental findings,
indicating an actionable health problem, e.g. a curable or treatable disease, should be
proactively disclosed to the patient. However, who decides what is actionable? Due
to the complexity of the ethical questions arising in the interplay between the right to
know and the right not to know, there exists no fully consistent handling of the matter

24 Mark A. Zöller & Diana Thörnich, Rechtliche Möglichkeiten und Grenzen der Ausweitung von DNA-Analysen
im Strafverfahren, 6 Zeitschrift für Internationale Strafrechtsdogmatik 331, 337 (2017).

25 This is a generic definition by the author. For a discussion of the different notions of ‘data concerning health’
in Europe, see: Trix Mulder, The Protection of Data Concerning Health in Europe, 2 Eur. Data Prot. Law
Rev. 209 (2020).

26 Magdalena Spólnicka et al., DNA methylation in ELOVL2 and C1orf132 correctly predicted chronological age
of individuals from three disease groups, 132 Int. J. LegalMed. 1 (2018).

27 Karen E. Anderson et al., The choice not to undergo genetic testing for Huntington disease: Results from the
PHAROS study. 96 Clin. Genet., 28 (2019).

28 See e.g. ABC v St George’s Healthcare NHS Trust & Others (2020) EWHC 455 [QB].
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6 • Forensic DNA phenotyping in Europe: How far may it go?

by health care professionals and no universal rules.29 Health-related FDP extents this
open issue beyond bioethical assessment in the clinics to law enforcement.

Besides those difficulties arising from the fact that the data subject itself may not be
aware of the data generated through health-related FDP, such data can also render an
individual vulnerable to third parties such as insurance companies. For example, illegal
discrimination by health insurers based on data from predictive genetic testing has
recently been revealed inAustralia.30 Onemight argue that insurerswill not have access
to police files and that data breaches can be prevented to a large extend by appropriate
regulatory safeguards. However, also within the law enforcement agencies human
beings are working, who might not be flawless in every situation. Data breaches even
frompolice agencies are not amere theoretical possibility, asmay be best demonstrated
by the example of a massive data leak at Europol, uncovered in 2016. It was caused by a
collaborator, simply copying sensitive data about hundreds of people possibly involved
in terrorism to a private, non-secured hard disk.31 Another risk for the confidentiality
of genetic datamight arise from the criminal procedure itself. For instance,medical data
has already been released in the past by courts in public hearings or through publicly
available judgments.32

III.B. Health-Related FDP Interferes with Privacy
If we assume that a state adopts legislation permitting FDP for ‘the identification of
all those characteristics which could serve to clarify the criminal act’33 and therefore
also of health-related genetic data, we encounter a unique situation: Here, the law
enforcement agency, as a representative of the state, is notmakinguseof already existing
information, such as is the case with conversations in phone calls or chat protocols,
website traffic, or the recordings of certain actions on video tape. For all the given
examples, the person that is subjected to surveillance is well aware of what they say,
write, where they go or which websites they use in which way. All of this requires
a more or less conscious action. In contrast, if we look into the genetic make-up of
an individual, revealing medical information, we are genuinely generating new, highly
sensitive data and we must not at all assume that the person concerned is actually
aware of it. We can rather be sure that such an analysis will generate an asymmetry of
knowledge where the state holds more, potentially life-changing, information on the
citizen than the citizen himself does. This asymmetry is much larger than for the com-
mon biometric identifiers, their knowledge having no impact on someone’s live,maybe
with the exception of kinship information deceivable from DNA profiles. Therefore,
we must conclude that the intrusion into someone’s privacy by health-related FDP

29 Gabrielle M. Christenhusz, Koenraad Devriendt & Kris Dierickx, To tell or not to tell? A systematic review
of ethical reflections on incidental findings arising in genetics contexts, 21 Eur. J. Hum. Genet. 248 (2013);
Marlies Saelaert et al.,Criteria for reporting incidental findings in clinical exome sequencing—a focus group study
on professional practices and perspectives in Belgian genetic centers, 12 BMCMed. Genomics 123 (2019).

30 JaneTiller et al.,Genetic discrimination by Australian insurance companies: a survey of consumer experiences, 28
Eur. J. Hum. Genet. 108 (2020).

31 Leo Kelion, Secret Europol terror data found online, BBCNews (Nov. 30, 2016), https://www.bbc.com/ne
ws/technology-38158258 (accessed Dec. 28, 2021).

32 Z v. Finland, appl. no. 22009/93 ECtHR, para. 113 (Feb. 25, 1997); Panteleyenko v. Ukraine, appl. no.
11901/02 ECtHR, para. 57 (June 29, 2006).

33 Consultation report, supra note 20, at 9.
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would be more intense than by any other investigative measure already permitted by
law. Consequently, the ECtHR in S and Marper considered the retention of cellular
samples as ‘particularly intrusive’ compared to the retention of DNAprofiles, primarily
because the samples contain plenty of ‘much sensitive’ health related information.34

Strictly speaking, the generation of health-related forensic genetic data is noth-
ing completely new, since already the forensic determination of blood groups from
bloodstains recovered from crime scenes for the purpose of identification revealed
medical predispositions in the past. In addition, some of the STR markers currently
used to establish standard DNA profiles could reveal medical conditions, such as
Klinefelter syndrome revealed with high indicative value through sex determination by
the amelogenin locus. However, what makes a difference is the intention. All of those
already existing potential revelations concerning medical conditions are unintentional
secondary findings that will usually not find their way out of the laboratory analyzing
the sample.35 The revised Swiss DNA Profiles Act even explicitly forbids the com-
munication of all secondary findings to bodies outside the laboratory.36 In contrast,
if we start to explicitly search for medical conditions for the purpose of a criminal
investigation, such informationwouldbeuseless if itwouldnotbe communicated to law
enforcement authorities outside of the lab. However, the more widespread the genetic
data, the higher the risk of data leakage.

One argument that has frequently beenput forward in thedebate aroundFDP is that
the data is generated from ‘anonymous’ crime scene stains, implying that they cannot
be seen as personal data in the sense of data protection law, as defined in Article 2 lit.
a of the Council of Europe’s Convention 108, in Article 4(1) of the EU General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) or in the identical wording in Article 3(1) of the Law
Enforcement Directive (LED) of the EU.37 Under Article 3(1) LED, data is consid-
ered as personal and therefore under the scope of the regulation, if it is identifiable.
Referring to recital 21 of the LED, a natural person is considered identifiable if it is
reasonably likely to be identified.38 The recital also provides some guidance on what
should be considered for the decision whether an identification is reasonably likely
or not:

34 S and Marper v. the United Kingdom, appl.Nos. 305621/04 and30566/04ECtHR[GC]paras. 72, 120 (Dec.
4, 2008).

35 Paul Roffey &Nathan Scudder, Privacy implications of the new ‘omic’ technologies in law enforcement, WIREs.
Forensic sci. (2021), https://doi.org/10.1002/wfs2.1445 (accessed Jan. 17, 2022).

36 Art. 3(2) Swiss DNA Profiles Act, Amendment (Dec. 17, 2021), BBl 2021 2998.
37 See, e.g., parliamentary debate SwissNational Council, speechKeller-Sutter, AB 2021N782 (May 4, 2021);

Convention for the Protection of Individuals with Regard to the Processing of Personal Data, ETSNo. 108
(Council of Europe, 1981);Regulation (EU)2016/679 of theEuropeanParliament andof theCouncil:On
the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement
of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (2016), OJ L 119/1 [hereinafter: GDPR]; Directive (EU)
2016/680 of the European Parliament and of the Council: On the protection of natural persons with
regard to the processing of personal data by competent authorities for the purposes of the prevention,
investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of criminal penalties, and on
the free movement of such data, and repealing Council Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA (2016), OJ L
119/89 [hereinafter: LED].

38 The wording of recital 26 of the GDPR is similar. The definition of who is considered ‘identifiable’ is
similar in the modernised convention 108+ as well. See: Convention 108 +, Explanatory Report, at 17
(Council of Europe 2018), https://rm.coe.int/convention-108-convention-for-the-protection-of-indivi
duals-with-regar/16808b36f1 (accessedMar. 18, 2022).
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To ascertain whether means are reasonably likely to be used to identify the natural person,
account should be taken of all objective factors, such as the costs of and the amount of time
required for identification, taking into consideration the available technology at the time of the
processing and technological developments.

Considering the fact that ‘genetic data are intrinsically self-identifying’39 and that
they are routinely and successfully used in forensics for exactly this purpose, thereby
accepting the costs and the time needed for the genetic analysis, we must conclude
that a crime scene stain, containing the full genetic makeup of its source that can be
used for the identification of this source, has to be considered as identifiable.40 As
the ECtHR stated in S and Marper, cellular samples from which personal data can be
deduced because those samples relate to identifiable individuals, can be considered as
personal data themselves.41 As Urgessa argues, there is no logical reason to consider
a certain type of information as identifiable but not the source from which this data
can be readily retrieved.42 To summarize, we can therefore conclude that a biological
crime scene stain and the human genetic information derived from it for the purpose
of identification have to be considered as identifiable or personal data, what brings
into application the respective legal provisions for privacy and data protection. In the
following, this legal framework, as established by the institutions of the EU and the
Council of Europe, is examined in more detail.

IV. REGULATIONS OF PRIVACY BY THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE

IV.A. No Barriers in Recommendations and Convention 108+
TheCouncil of Europe issued a variety of legal instruments applying to data protection.
However, none of the different recommendations, resolutions or declarations provides
guidance to define how broad forensic genetic analysis can be to stay in line with
the ECHR. More specifically, neither the Recommendation CM/Rec(2019)2 of the
Committee of Ministers to member states on the protection of health-related data, nor
Convention 108+ provide any guidance on whether such an analysis would actually
be considered permitted or not. Even though the highly influential Nuffield Council
on Bioethics report on the forensic use of bioinformation referred to the predecessor
Recommendation No. R (97)5 on the Protection of Medical Data to explain why it
believes health-related forensic genetic data should not be gathered,43 provision 7.3 of
the new Recommendation CM/Rec(2019)2 does not prohibit such an analysis. The
last half sentence of provision 7.3 that has been added in the course of the modern-
ization of the guidelines from Recommendation No. R (97)5 to Recommendation

39 Matthias Wjst, Caught you: threats to confidentiality due to the public release of large-scale genetic data sets, 11
BMCMed. Ethics, 21 (2010).

40 Article 29 Data Protection Working Party (WP 136), Opinion 4/2007 on the concept of personal data, 1, 16
(June 20, 2007); Bert-Jaap Koops & Maurice Schellekens, Forensic DNA phenotyping: Regulatory issues,
9 Colum. Sci. & Tech. L. Rev. 158, 186 (2008); Murphy, supra note 2, at 21, 31. Of other opinion,
considering crime scene stains as truly anonymous material: Helena Soleto Muñoz & Anna Fiodorova,
DNA and Law Enforcement in the European Union: Tools and Human Rights Protection, 10 Utrecht Law
Rev. 149, 154 (2014).

41 S and Marper, at para. 68.
42 WorkuGedefa Urgessa, The Feasibility of Applying EU Data Protection Law to Biological Materials: Challeng-

ing ‘Data’ as Exclusively Informational, 7 JIPITEC 96, 105 (2016).
43 Nuffield Council on Bioethics, The forensic use of bioinformation: ethical issues, (2008) https://www.nuffie

ldbioethics.org/publications/forensic-use-of-bioinformation, para. 2.21 (accessedMar. 18, 2022).
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CM/Rec(2019)2, leaves the door wide open for domestic legislation permitting a
broad application of FDP, including the generation of health-related forensic genetic
data. Whereas the Recommendation No. R (97)5 proscribed the determination ‘of
other characteristics which may be linked genetically’ in a categorical manner, the
new guidelines now submit such an analysis to ‘appropriate safeguards provided for by
law’.44

Wemust hold that the specific data protection instruments of theCouncil of Europe
provide no arguments against health-related FDP. Therefore, Article 8 of the ECHR
remains the pivotal point for the ECtHR to check whether such a restriction of the
fundamental right to privacy could be legitimate.

IV.B. Scope of Article 8 ECHR
The right to privacy has first been instated as a formal international human right in
Article 12 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948. Soon thereafter, in
1950, the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) was drafted, protecting
the right for privacy in the contracting states under Article 8 since then in a broad
sense.45 Article 8 ECHR is formulated as mainly imposing negative obligations on
the contracting states, protecting individuals from infringements on their fundamental
rights primarily by the state authorities.46 However, there are also positive obligations
that can be inferred from Article 8 ECHR, such as the obligation to investigate and
punish serious crimes.47 Therefore, we will frequently encounter situations where the
negative obligation to leave someone’s privacy untouched and the positive obligation
of the state to protect the life of right holders are in conflict.

The ECHR does not differentiate explicitly between a right to personal data protec-
tion and a right to the protection of privacy. When the state performs a genetic test on
someone’sDNA, thereby generating health-related forensic genetic data thatmight not
even be known by the data subject, several aspects of Article 8 ECHRmight be at stake:

First, even though Article 8 ECHR does not explicitly state it, the right for data pro-
tection, also understood as the ‘right to a form of informational self-determination’48
is interfered with. At the heart of the right for data protection lays the notion of
control, more precisely control over one’s own personal data.49 As a consequence of

44 The modernized Recommendation CM/Rec(2019)2 of the Committee of Ministers to member states
on the protection of health-related data (Council of Europe, 2019) holds under para. 7.3: “Processing
of genetic data for the purpose of a judicial procedure or investigation should be used only when there
are no alternative or less intrusive means to establish whether there is a genetic link in the context of the
production of evidence, to prevent a real and immediate danger or for the prosecution of a specific criminal
offence, subject to appropriate procedural safeguards. Such data should not be used to determine other
characteristics which may be linked genetically, except where appropriate safeguards are provided for by
law.”

45 European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, as amended by
Protocols Nos. 11, 14 and 15, ETS No. 5 (Council of Europe, 1950).

46 EuropeanCourt ofHumanRights,Guide on Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights, (Updated
on Aug. 31, 2021), para. 5.

47 M.C. v. Bulgaria, appl. no. 39272/98 ECtHR, para. 153 (Dec. 4, 2003).
48 Satakunnan Markkinapörssi Oy and Satamedia Oy v. Finland, appl. no. 931/13ECtHR[GC], para. 137 (June

27, 2017).
49 Christophe Lazaro&Daniel LeMétayer,Control over personal data: True remedy or fairy tale? 12 SCRIPTed

1 (2015).
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health-related FDP, the data subject is no longer in control (or has actually never been)
of the sensitive personal data concerning them, without giving this control voluntarily
out of hands.50

Second, the right for personal developmentmight be interferedwith.51 Ifwe take the
previously mentioned example of the Huntington’s disease again, a young person who
inadvertently learns through a forensic examination that he or she will later develop
Huntington’s disease will not continue living as before. Such an information will affect
in one way or another relations to other people, including family planning, mental state
and quality of life in general. This person could therefore claim with good reason that
their personal development is severely impaired by the unsolicited revelation of this
untreatable disease.

Third, we have a sort of forced medical procedure without consent that constitutes
an interference with privacy under article 8 ECtHR, as has been held by the Court for
the collection of blood and saliva samples.52 Since FDP is conducted on crime scene
traces and not on samples taken directly from the body of a suspect, one might argue
that this is not applicable here. However, if we consider a genetic test revealing health-
related information as a medical procedure,53 and a medical procedure as generally
interfering with the right to privacy, it cannot be of any importance, whether this
procedure is carried out on a crime scene stain or e.g. on a blood sample taken in a
hospital.

For judicial decisions concerning paternity, we might also encounter situations
where a compulsory genetic test reveals previously unknown information and might
even be enforced physically. It might be tempting to draw parallels from those paternity
cases to health-related FDP. However, those cases are not perfectly comparable to
predictive genetic testing for forensic investigative purposes, for several reasons: In a
paternity dispute, there is already substantial suspicion about the possible paternity of
the concernedman, hence the decision for the test, ordered by the respective authority.
The result of the analysis is restricted to the question of paternity vs. non-paternity.
Since themanhas to give a sample explicitly for the test, the analysis ismore transparent
than health-related FDP and the alleged father can express his objection, if he is not
willing to participate. In addition, confirming or excluding the biological paternity will
usually contribute to a clarification of the uncertain family situation. It can therefore

50 For a brief explanation of the concept of informational self-determination, see: Florent Thouvenin, Infor-
mational Self-Determination: A Convincing Rationale for Data Protection Law? 12 JIPITEC 246, 248–249
(2021).

51 The right for personal development has been recognized by the Court e.g. in Niemitz v. Germany, appl.
no. 13710/88 ECtHR, para 29 (Dec. 16, 1992); Pretty v. The United Kingdom, appl. no. 2346/02 ECtHR,
para. 61 (Apr. 29, 2002);El-Masri v. The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, appl. no. 39630/09 ECtHR
[GC], para. 248 (Dec. 13, 2012); Oleksandr Volkov v Ukraine, appl. no. 21722/11 ECtHR, para. 165 (Jan.
9, 2013); Carvalho Pinto de Sousa Morais v. Portugal, appl. no. 17484/15 ECtHR, para. 35 (Oct. 25, 2017).
However, it must be noted that even though the Court acknowledges this right as one aspect of the right
to private life at several occasions, the scope of its application remains not well defined. Interestingly in his
context, the Court has held in Bensaid v. The United Kingdom, appl. no. 44599/98 ECtHR, para. 47 (Feb.
6, 2001) that the preservation of mental stability falls also under article 8 as ‘indispensable precondition to
effective enjoyment of the right to respect for private life’.

52 X v. The Netherlands, appl. no. 8239/78Eur.Comm.H.R.,DR16, p. 184 (Dec. 4, 1978);X v. Austria, appl. no.
8278/78 Eur. Comm.H.R., DR 18, p. 154 (Dec. 13, 1979); Schmidt v. Germany, appl. no. 32352/02 ECtHR
(dec.), ( Jan. 5, 2006); Jalloh v. Germany, appl. no. 54810/00 ECtHR [GC], para. 70 (July 11, 2006).

53 Mifsud v. Malta, appl. no. 62257/15 ECtHR, para. 57 (Jan. 29, 2019).
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be assumed as beneficial for the child in most of the cases.54 Related to this interest
of well-being of the concerned child, the Court will have to decide which one of two
fundamental rights it will prioritize: the right of the alleged father to personal privacy,
or the one of the child for knowledge of its biological father. In Mifsud the ECtHR has
decided this question in favor of the later, thereby stating that.

Article 8 of the Convention does not as such prohibit recourse to a medical procedure in defiance
of the will of a suspect, or in defiance of the will of a witness, in order to obtain evidence.55

Even though the situation in Mifsud is not perfectly comparable to the more privacy-
intrusive and less purposeful health-related FDP, this dictum, considering genetic
testing for paternity issues as a formof coercivemedical treatment, clearly demonstrates
that Article 8 ECHR does not constitute an absolute barrier for compulsory genetic
testing revealing health-related data. However, what we can hold at this stage is that
health-related FDP interferes with various aspects of private life as protected by Article
8 of the ECHR.

IV.C. Is Health-Related FDP ‘Necessary in a Democratic Society’?
The rights under article 8 are not absolute.56 To restrict someone’s rights under Article
8ECHR, the conditions of its secondparagraphhave tobe fulfilled.Tobe in accordance
with the law, the interference with Article 8 needs to have sufficiently robust legal
grounds in the domestic law. This signifies not only that a formal law exists permitting
the interference, but also that the rule of law is respected, what means that the law has
to be accessible and its effects foreseeable.57 However, carefully drafted domestic laws
will usually fulfil this condition.

The possible legitimate aims for an interference with Article 8 ECHR are very
broadly defined. In line with the positive obligation of the state to protect its citizens,
asmentioned before, public security and the prevention of crime are explicitly stated in
the provision.58 Therefore, health-related FDP pursues a legitimate aim in accordance
with Article 8(2) ECHR.

In addition to the two previously mentioned conditions, a justified interference
with the fundamental right to privacy has to be ‘necessary in a democratic society’.
Finding the answer to the question whether a certain interference is ‘necessary in a
democratic society’ amounts to a question of proportionality. The Court will assess
two aspects here: Is there a ‘pressing social need’ and is the interference ‘proportionate
to the legitimate aim pursued’?59 Since fighting crime can be seen with no doubt as

54 Elena Ilioi et al. The role of age of disclosure of biological origins in the psychological wellbeing of adolescents
conceived by reproductive donation: a longitudinal study from age 1 to age 14. 58 J. Child Psychol. Psyc. 315
(2017).

55 Mifsud, at para. 71.
56 M.A. v. Denmark, appl. no. 6697/18 ECtHR [GC], para. 142 (July 9, 2021).
57 Kruslin v. France, appl. no. 11801/85 ECtHR, para. 27 (Apr. 24, 1990); Rotaru v. Romania, appl. no.

28341/95 ECtHR, para. 52 (May 4, 2000); Kennedy v. The United Kingdom, appl. no. 26839/05 ECtHR,
para. 151 (May 18, 2010); Roman Zakharov v. Russia, appl. no. 47143/06 ECtHR [GC], para. 228 (Dec. 4,
2015); Big Brother Watch and Others v. the United Kingdom, appl. Nos. 58170/13, 62322/14 and 24969/15
ECtHR [GC], para. 332 (May 25, 2021).

58 M.C., at para. 153.
59 S and Marper, at para. 101.
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a ‘pressing social need’, the actual proportionality test will eventually be crucial for a
decision whether health-related FDP is acceptable under Article 8 ECHR or not.

The Court leaves a certain margin of appreciation to the national authorities for the
assessment of this balancing. If a particularly important aspect of a person’s identity
is at risk, the margin granted to the state is restricted. However, the margin will be
wider for issues ofmorality or ethical issues, as long as there exists no commonposition
among the contracting states.60 Consequently, the margin is narrower, when there is
strong consensus among the contracting states on the issue at hand.61 The sensitivity
of genetic and health data and the universally accepted need to broadly protect them, as
reflected inter alia in Article 6 of Convention 108, as well as the impact such data may
have at a personal level, also argue for a narrowmargin of appreciation.62

However, in S and Marper, the landmark ruling for the protection of genetic data
used for law enforcement purposes, the ECtHR defined the margin largely based on
the consensus among the contracting states.63 The Court had to assess the question
whether the indefinite retention of DNA samples and suspect DNA profiles in the
national database of theUnitedKingdomcould be justified under theConvention. The
Court found that:

the protection afforded by Article 8 of the Convention would be unacceptably weakened if the
use of modern scientific techniques in the criminal-justice system were allowed at any cost and
without carefully balancing the potential benefits of the extensive use of such techniques against
important private-life interests. In the Court’s view, the strong consensus existing among the
Contracting States in this respect is of considerable importance and narrows the margin of
appreciation left to the respondent State [ . . . ]64

Therefore, to anticipate how the Court could potentially decide on the permissibility
of health-related FDP, we need to have a look into the domestic regulations of the
contracting states, to see whether they permit such an analysis or not.

As mentioned previously, only three contracting states are currently known to have
explicit legislation about FDP and the Swiss parliament just passed a law on the
matter that did not yet enter into force.65 In Germany and the Netherlands, FDP
is restricted to a number of explicitly listed traits, being eye color, hair color, skin
color and age in Germany66 as well as BGA, eye color, hair color and skin color in

60 Evans v. The United Kingdom, appl. no. 6339/05 ECtHR [GC], para. 77 (Apr. 10, 2007); S.H. and others v.
Austria, appl. no. 57813/00 ECtHR [GC], para. 94 (No. 3, 2011); Paradiso and Campanelli v. Italy, appl. no.
25358/12 ECtHR [GC], para. 182 (Jan. 24, 2017).

61 S and Marper, at para. 102;Tyrer v. The United Kingdom, appl. no. 5856/72ECtHR, para. 31 (Apr. 25, 1978);
Marckx v. Belgium, appl. no. 6833/74 ECtHR, para. 41 (june 13, 1979); X, Y and Z v. The United Kingdom,
appl. no. 21830/93 ECtHR, para. 44, (Apr. 22, 1997); Fretté v. France, appl. no. 36515/97 ECtHR, para. 41
(Feb. 26, 2002); Evans, at para. 77; Dickson v. The United Kingdom, appl. no. 44362/04 ECtHR [GC], para.
78 (Dec. 4, 2007); A, B andC v. Ireland, appl. no. 25579/05 ECtHr [GC], paras. 232–235 (Dec. 16, 2010).
For a discussion of the concept of consensus, see e.g. Nikos Vogiatzis, The Relationship Between European
Consensus, the Margin of Appreciation and the Legitimacy of the Strasbourg Court. 25 Eur. Public Law, 445
(2019).

62 See S and Marper, at para. 103.
63 Id. at paras. 107 to 112.
64 Id. at para. 112.
65 Westermark, supra note 6, at 9; Swiss DNA Profiles Act, Amendment (Dec. 17, 2021), BBl 2021 2998.
66 BGBl. I, 2121, 2122 (Dec. 12, 2019).
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the Netherlands.67 Legislation in Slovakia is less restrictive, referring more generally
to the prediction of visible traits, albeit enumerating the examples of hair color, eye
color and skin color in the law.68 The Swiss law will explicitly allow for the analysis
of the three previously named pigmentation traits, age and BGA. In addition, the law
will delegate legislative power to the Swiss Federal Council, to add more physical
appearance traits, without passing the law through parliament again.69 However, the
revisedSwissDNAProfilesAct explicitly forbids the analysis of ‘health-related [ . . . ]or
personal characteristics such as character, behavior and intelligence’.70 Therefore, there
seems consensus among the states holding explicit legislationonFDPthat phenotyping
should be restricted to appearance traits with no obvious link to health conditions.

Evidently, it is more difficult to assess the scope of the analysis in the countries
holding no explicit legislation. According to a 2018 report drafted by researchers from
the scientific VISAGE consortium, in none of the European countries included in
the study health-related FDP seemed to be practiced. This observation lends some
support to the assumption that also in countries with no explicit legislation on FDP,
the consensus is to preclude the analysis of health-related data for forensic purposes.71
For example, the judgment, based on which FDP is practiced in France refers only
to apparent morphological characters as well.72 In the UK, the Nuffield Council on
Bioethics Report of 2007, mentioned among the relevant domestic material in S and
Marper,73 holds that uncovering health data for law enforcement purposes would be
‘contrary to the Council of Europe’s Recommendation on the Protection of Medical
Data’.74 Even if the respective provision has been amended in themodernized Recom-
mendation CM/Rec(2019)2,75 such a statement could indicate that law enforcement
authorities are unlikely to proceed to the use of health-related forensic genetic data in
the UK either, even though theUK can be considered a country with rather permissive
regulation of forensic DNA analysis, as we have seen in S and Marper or more recently
in Gaughran76. The absence of forensic practice of health-related FDP suggests some
consensus among the contracting states.

The fact thatmost countries did not yet elaborate explicit legislation for FDPcannot
be interpreted as a permissive attitude.77 In most European countries, FDP seems not
to be practiced by now. Presumably, in many of those countries the interest for its
implementation is not yet significant and consequently, the regulation of FDP has not

67 Art. 151d(2) and Art. 195f(2) Wetboek van Strafvordering in conjunction with Art. 1b Besluit DNA-
onderzoek in strafzaken.

68 Decree 417/2002, Zákon o používaní analýzy deoxyribonukleovej kyseliny na identifikáciu osôb (Act on
the use of deoxyribonucleic acid analysis for the identification of persons), Art. 2 lit. b & f.

69 Art. 2(2) and Art. 2(4) of the Swiss DNA Profiles Act, Amendment (Dec. 17, 2021), BBl 2021 2998.
70 Id. Art. 2(3).
71 VISAGE, supra note 7, table 2;Westermark, supra note 6, at 10. It is noteworthy however, that according to

both studies, many of the analyzed European countries seem not to practice FDP in general.
72 Cour de cassation, chambre criminelle, pourvoi n◦ 13–87493, ( June 25, 2014). The original wording being

‘tous renseignements utiles relatifs au caractère morphologique apparent du suspect’.
73 S and Marper, at para. 38.
74 Nuffield Council, supra note 43, at para. 2.21.
75 Recommendation CM/Rec(2019)2, para. 7.3 (see supra note 44).
76 Gaughran v. the United Kingdom, appl. no. 45245/15 ECtHR, ( June 13, 2020).
77 Westermark, supra note 6, at 9.
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been discussed on the political level yet.78 Therefore, the strong consensus among the
countries holding explicit legislation on FDP, to exclude health-related information
from the scope of the analysis, limiting it to externally visible characteristics, must not
be seen as substantially weakened by the complete absence of explicit legislation in
most contracting states. InGermany and Switzerland, the option of health-related FDP
was excluded from the outset in the political discussion, probably because it appeared
to be unethical or at least politically unfeasible, so that a detailed examination of its
legal admissibility was not even deemednecessary.79 If inadmissibility of health-related
FDP is deemed self-evident in other countries as well, this could also explain why a
political debate is absent and why explicit legislation, setting analytical boundaries, is
not deemed necessary.

In addition to the criterion of consensus among the contracting states, it can be
anticipated from S and Marper that theECtHRwould also assess the actual efficiency of
themeasure in question, to decidewhether it is really necessary to pursue the legitimate
aim of law enforcement.80 The court would most probably ask the respective state
to demonstrate that health-related FDP can indeed advance the investigation. Today,
almost no information is publicly available concerning the success rate of the use of
FDP for the prediction of appearance traits, what suggests already little success for
those methods. If they would frequently advance investigations as a crucial piece of
information, we would expect more media coverage for them. Therefore, the duty to
demonstrate the forensic efficacyof health-relatedFDPcouldbe an additional potential
barrier. The two examples repeatedly given by law enforcement representatives during
the revision of the Swiss DNA Profiles Act (Down syndrome, color-blindness) will
most probably not advance any investigation and therefore fail the criterion of neces-
sity.81 The anticipated uselessness to knowwhether a possible perpetrator is affected or
not by theDown syndromehas been alreadymentioned in 2001by theDutch legislator
in the explanatory note accompanying an amendment of the respective legislation.82

In summary, one could conclude that the ECtHRwould probably not accept health-
related FDP because its forensic utility can be questioned and, more importantly,
because there seems to be a broad consensus among the states contracting to the
ECHR that this form of genetic testing for law enforcement purposes ought not to be
permitted.

78 VISAGE, supra note 7, table 1.
79 See for Switzerland: BBl 2021 44, 48–49; see also for Germany: Draft bill of the Federal Min-

istry of Justice https://kripoz.de/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/refe-modernisierung-des-strafverfahre
ns.pdf (accessed July 12, 2022).

80 S and Marper, at paras. 104, 116.
81 Consultation report, supra note 20, at 9. For colour blindness, see, e.g., consultation comment

Canton Bern https://www.rr.be.ch/etc/designs/gr/media.cdwsbinary.RRDOKUMENTE.acq/391749
b52e8f405c8245b0b20b3a3409-332/1/PDF/2019.POMGS.558-RRB-DF-197475.pdf , (accessed Dec.
06, 2022)

82 Wijziging van de regeling van het DNA-onderzoek in strafzaken in verbandmet het vaststellen van uiterlijk
waarneembare persoonskenmerken uit celmateriaal, Memorie van Toelichting, Kamerstukken II 2001/02,
28 072, Nr. 3, 5.
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V. PROTECTION OF PRIVACY AND DATA PROTECTION IN THE EU

V.A. Detailed Framework for Data Protection
Explicit legislation on data protection in the European Community started with the
Data Protection Directive (DPD) in 1995.83 The DPD was mainly drafted based on
the example of the Convention 108 of the Council of Europe from 1981.84 In a time
when a rising number of nations drafted domestic data protection laws, it was primarily
conceived as a means of harmonization, to assure the free circulation of data across the
member states.TheCharter of FundamentalRights of theEU,OJC326/391 (Charter)
was proclaimed in 2000 and entered into force in 2009. In the preamble and in Article
53 it refers explicitly to the ECHR and it must be seen as holding up the same human
rights tradition andprinciples.Contrary to theECHR, theCharter differentiates clearly
between the protection of privacy and the protection of personal data. It guarantees the
protection of private and family life under Article 7 and it states an explicit right for data
protection in Article 8. Both provisions have to be interpreted in light of Article 8 of the
ECHR.85

Furthermore,Article 16(2)of theTreatyon theFunctioningof theEuropeanUnion,
OJ C 326/47 (TFEU) provides a legal basis for a more detailed regulation of data
protection, by giving the EU the competence to legislate on the subject. In 2016,
the GDPR, replacing the DPD, was adopted. Acknowledging special requirements for
data protection in the course of criminal proceedings, the GDPR came accompanied
by the LED, repealing the Framework Decision 2008/977/JHA, which had a much
more limited scope.86 In the following, we will see whether this much-elaborated legal
framework on data protection provides any guidance as to the permissibility of health-
related FDP in theMember States of the EU. It is noteworthy that the LED, as forming
a part of the Schengen acquis, is also binding for other European states that are not
Member States of the EU, but signed the Schengen Agreement, as e.g. Switzerland.87
The LED though leaves a large room tomanoeuver to the contracting states, as it is not
a Regulation but a Directive.

V.B. EU Secondary Legislation: The Law Enforcement Directive
Even though the right to data protection in Article 8 and the right to private life in
Article 7 of the Charter are closely related, they do not have the same scope. Data
protection concerns all types of personal data. However, personal data does not need
to be necessarily private.88 If data can be considered as private is depending on the
context.89 Therefore, the scope of data protection is considered broader than the scope

83 Directive 95/46/ECof theEuropeanParliament andof theCouncil of 24October 1995on theprotectionof
individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data (1995),
OJ L 281/31.

84 Council of Europe, European Court of Human Rights, European Data Protection Supervisor, European
UnionAgency for Fundamental Rights,Handbook on European data protection law: 2018 edition, 29 (2019).
Publications Office. https://data.europa.eu/doi/10.2811/58814 (accessed Jan. 06, 2022).

85 Explanations relating to the Charter of Fundamental Rights (2007), OJ C 303/17.
86 LED, Art. 59 and recital 6.
87 LED, recitals 101 to 103.
88 Österreichischer Rundfunk and Others, Joined Cases C-465/00, C-138/01 & C-139/01, EU:C:2003:294.

paras 64, 74 (May 20, 2003).
89 Handbook on European data protection law, supra note 84, at 20.
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of the protection of privacy.90 The secret generation of health-related forensic genetic
data touches on both, privacy anddata protection: An infringementwith privacy is nec-
essary to gather the genetic data without consent and every treatment of genetic data,
starting from its generation, triggers the applicationof principles of data protection. Just
like under Article 8 ECHR, the protection of privacy under Article 7 of the Charter is
conceived in a very broad sense. The regulatory framework for data protection, with
its two flagship secondary legislations GDPR and LED, is more clearly elaborated.
I will therefore concentrate in the following on the EU legislation concerning data
protection, to examine which regulations could apply and whether they hold any
provisions preventing theMember States from the application of health-related FDP.

The GDPR and LED contain detailed rules for the lawful processing of personal
data. In Article 2(2)d GDPR, the processing of personal data for law enforcement
purposes was exempted from this regulation. To respond specifically to the special
needs of data protection in this field of application, the LED was adopted in parallel
with the GDPR. The former could be considered lex specialis in relation to the later.91
Since the GDPR is not applicable in the field of police and criminal justice, I will focus
on the LED in the following.

The LED sets a minimum standard for data protection in the Member States.92 It
focusses on prescribing rules on how data should be processed lawfully but sets almost
no categorical limits on whether processing of certain types of data should be omitted
or not.93 As mentioned in the title of the LED, its goal is not a restriction of data
processing, but rather providing a framework to enable the movement of data between
theMember States.94 Just as theGDPR, the LED specifies a number of rights that have
to be respected when processing personal data, such as the rights to information, to
access, to rectification or to erasure. It also sets out a number of practical obligations for
the data controller for the lawful handling of personal data.

The LEDholds a couple of rules for data processing that are also applicable for FDP,
as for example the right to have access inArticle 14. If the phenotyping results of a crime
scene stain lead to the identification of an individual, this individual should be provided
access to the genetic data, as stated in Article 14 LED. Such access could be restricted
for one of the reasons listed in Article 15(1) LED. However, none of these conditions
for restricting access applies to a person’s access to their own genetic data. Access to
this data needs therefore to be granted.95 To comply with bioethical principles, the
data controller might even have the duty to actively inform the data subject of any
information suggesting serious health problems of the person itself or her relatives,

90 Juliana Kokott & Christoph Sobotta, The distinction between privacy and data protection in the jurisprudence
of the CJEU and the ECtHR, 3 Int. Data Priv. Law, 222, 225 (2013).

91 Mark Leiser&Bart Custers,The Law Enforcement Directive: Conceptual Challenges of EU directive 2016/680,
3 Eur. Data Prot. Law Rev 367, 367 (2019).

92 Juraj Sajfert & Teresa Quintel, Data Protection Directive (EU) 2016/680 for Police and Criminal Justice
Authorities, 4 (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3285873 (accessed Jan. 17, 2022).

93 The only type of data use, categorically forbidden by the Directive, is profiling resulting in discrimination
as mentioned in Article 11(3).

94 Paul deHert &Vagelis Papakonstantinou,The new police and criminal justice data protection directive, 7 New
J. Eur. Crim. Law 7, 11 (2016).

95 For the right to access FDP results in Switzerland, see: Pascal Betticher, Überschussinformationen bei einer
Phänotypisierung, Allgemeine Juristische Praxis—AJP 1480 (2021).
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in case treatment or prevention are possible.96 Connected to the right to access, a
duty for genetic counselling could potentially arise as well, when health-relevant results
from predictive genetic tests are communicated.97 In addition, when adopting a new
technology with a high risk for the rights of the concerned individuals, the respective
data controller has to conduct a data protection impact assessment, before adopting
such a technology into practice.98

As alreadymentioned above,99 theLEDuses the samedefinitionof ‘personal data’ as
theGDPR.Thedefinitionof ‘genetic data’ inArticle 3(12)LEDexplicitly includes data
about health. As an additional protection, the genetic data resulting fromhealth-related
FDPhas to be considered as ‘special category of personal data’ in the sense of Article 10
LED. However, processing of such data is not prohibited in principle under the LED,
as it is the case in Article 9(1) of the GDPR. It is rather generally allowed when strictly
necessary, accompanied by sufficient safeguards and if one of the following conditions
applies:

(a) where authorized by Union or Member State law;
(b) to protect the vital interests of the data subject or of another natural person; or
(c) where such processing relates to data, which are manifestly made public by the data
subject.100

If health-related FDP would be permitted by one of the Member States and legislation
carefully drafted as to respect sufficient safeguards and the rule of law, the question
remains whether it would actually be ‘strictly necessary’.

Let us consider a case of a serious violent crime, where the only piece of evidence
pointing towards a possible suspect is a crime scene stain, such as e.g. a sperm trace
in a sexual offence, or a bloodstain in a murder case. Searches on the DNA database
were not successful. In such a case, extensive FDP including the generation of health-
related genetic data might remain the last option to create investigative leads to find
the perpetrator who could in the meantime potentially inflict harm on others. In other
words, in such a situation, health-related FDP might appear as ‘strictly necessary’ last
resort to the aim of law enforcement. We therefore must hold that Article 10 LED
delivers no additional legal barrier for a purpose-limited application of health-related
FDP, provided for in domestic law.

Reading the definition of ‘profiling’ in Article 3(4) of the LED, health-related FDP
could be seen as some kind of genetic profiling. Whether health-related FDP could
indeed constitute a formof profiling in the sense of that provision, has not to be clarified
here though, since profiling as such, even if based on sensitive data such as the genetic
data generated through health-related FDP, is not prohibited by the LED.

96 Carla G. van El et al., Whole-genome sequencing in health care: Recommendations of the European society of
Human Genetics, 21 Eur. J. Hum. Genet. 580 (2013).

97 Additional Protocol to theConvention onHumanRights andBiomedicine, concerningGenetic Testing for
Health Purposes (Oviedo Convention) of 27 November 2008, Council of Europe Treaty Series—No. 203,
Art. 8; See also: Curtis et al. supra note 22, at 1484 (mentioning a potential need for counselling explicitly
in the context of forensic genetics).

98 LED, Art. 27.
99 See supra section III.B.

100 LED, Art. 10.
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As an intermediate conclusion, we can summarize that the secondary legislation
of the EU, more precisely the LED, holds no concrete provisions as to the potential
permissibility of health-related FDP. To get a better idea of what might be considered
permissive and what not in the EU, we need to have a closer look into the case law of
the CJEU.

V.C. Health-Related FDP in the Light of the Case Law of the CJEU
Since the LED does not limit the analytical scope of FDP, it has to be clarified whether
health-related FDP could actually be compliant with Article 7 and Article 8 of the
Charter. Secondary legislation on data protection did not provide any guidance to
assess the potential legal limits of FDP. We must hold though that the content of
the right for data protection, as enshrined in Article 8, can anyway not depend on
the LED or any other secondary legislation.101 This has been demonstrated by the
CJEU in Digital Rights Ireland, when the court declared the Data Retention Directive
2006/24/EC invalid, because it was not compliant with Articles 7 and 8 of the Char-
ter.102 Therefore, if no secondary rules exist, the Charter defines the legal boundaries
of the analytical scope of FDP. However, according to article 51(1), the Charter only
applies to the implementation of EU law. It is not permissible to refer directly to the
Charter. With the LED, the EU demonstrated its will to set detailed regulations for
data protection in the law enforcement domain.Moreover, the conformity of domestic
criminal procedure law with EU regulations has already been subject to several CJEU
decisions.103 Therefore, it cannot be excluded that the CJEU would decide on the
admissibility of health-related FDP under the LED at the occasion of a request for
a preliminary ruling under Article 267 TFEU. One provision that could serve as an
anchor for such a request could be e.g. article 4(1)c LED, repeating the principle of
proportionality explicitly for data processing in the law enforcement domain.

There is ample case law on data protection by the CJEU, concerning different ways
of processing such as storage, transfer or publication of personal data.104 Until today
though, the CJEU never had to express itself on the scope of genetic analysis or the
processing of genetic data, neither in a medical context nor in the context of law
enforcement. A landmark judgment on forensic DNA analysis and data retention such
as S and Marper by the ECtHR does not exist in the case law of the CJEU. However,
according to Article 52(3) of the Charter, its rights shall be interpreted in harmony
with the ECHR and thus with the corresponding jurisprudence of the ECtHR, what
the court consistently did in the past.105 According to Article 52(3) the CJEU is

101 Maria Tzanou, The Fundamental Right to Data Protection, 39 (2017).
102 Digital Rights Ireland, Joined Cases C-293/12 &C-594/12 [GC], EU:C:2014:238, para 65, 69, 71 (Apr. 8,

2014).
103 See, e.g., Digital Rights Ireland; Åkerberg Fransson, Case C-167/10 [GC], EU:C:2013:105 (Feb. 26, 2013);

Tele2 Sverige, Joined Cases C-203/15 & C-698/15 [GC], EU:C:2016:970 (Dec. 21, 2016); La Quadra-
ture du Net, Joined Cases C-511/18, C-512/18 & C-520/18 [GC], EU:C:2020:791 (Oct. 6, 2020);
Commissioner of An Garda Síochána, Case C-140/20 [GC], EU:C:2022:258 (Apr. 5, 2022).

104 Court of justice of the European Union, Fact Sheet: Protection of Personal Data, ( July 2020), available at:
https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/jcms/p1_1043150/en/ (accessed Dec. 29, 2021).

105 Alexandros-Ioannis Kargopoulos, ECHR and the CJEU: Competing, Overlapping, or Supplementary Compe-
tences? Eucrim 96, 96 (2015).
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nevertheless free to provide more extensive protection for fundamental rights than
provided for under the ECHR.

Therefore, in the following I will focus on the question of whether the Charter
can limit the scope of genetic analysis for the purpose of criminal prosecution beyond
the limits arising from Article 8 ECHR. The conditions for a lawful restriction of
fundamental rights as stated in Article 52(1) of theCharter reflect the conditions given
in Article 8(2) of the ECHR:

Any limitation [ . . . ] must be provided for by law and respect the essence of those rights and
freedoms. Subject to the principle of proportionality, limitations may be made only if they are
necessary and genuinely meet objectives of general interest recognized by the Union or the need
to protect the rights and freedoms of others.

Being in lack of a concrete legislation permitting health-related FDP yet, we have to
assume that such legislation would be in accordance with Article 52(1) of the Charter,
in terms of accessibility and foreseeability.106 Law enforcement as such must also
be considered a legitimate aim under the Charter, mentioning ‘objectives of general
interest’ and the protection of ‘the rights and freedom of others’ as justifications for the
limitation of fundamental rights in Article 52(1).

Assuming an appropriate legal basis and a legitimate aim, two conditions for a lawful
limitation remain: First, the questionwhether the respectivemeasure is necessary, what
amounts to an assessment of proportionality, and second, the question whether such a
measure would respect the essence of the right.

Since the CJEU predominantly follows in its case law the absolute theory, it will
first assess the question of the essence, before engaging in a balancing process.107
Contrary to this sequenceof examinations establishedby the court, before investigating
into the ‘essence’, we will first have a brief look on the necessity criterion. Article
52(4) of the Charter explicitly refers to the ‘constitutional traditions common to the
Member States’, which shall be respected when interpreting the Charter. In addition,
as mentioned above, the CJEU tries to be in line with the ECtHR.

We can therefore conclude that a pronounced consensus among theMember States,
not to allow for health-related FDP will also constitute a high barrier under Article
52(1) of the Charter for every state that wishes to introduce some kind of health-
related genetic analysis for law enforcement. This mirrors the protection for genetic
data in the context of forensics provided under the ECHR, but provides no additional
protection.

V.D. Does Health-Related FDP Interfere with the Essence?
Even though the ECtHR mentions the essence of fundamental rights regularly in its
case law, the notion does not figure explicitly in the ECHR.108 There is ample literature

106 See supra section IV.C.
107 Maja Brkan,The Concept of Essence of Fundamental Rights in the EU Legal Order: Peeling the Onion to its Core,

14 Eur. Const. Law Rev. 332, 348 (2018).
108 See, e.g., Al-Dulimi and Montana Management Inc. v. Switzerland, appl. no. 5809/08 ECtHR [GC], para. 151

(June 21, 2016);Christine Goodwin v. the United Kingdom, appl. no. 28957/95ECtHR[GC], para. 101 (July
11, 2002); Baka v. Hungary, appl. no. 20261/12 ECtHR [GC], para 121 (June 23, 2016).
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on the concept of essence of rights and how it should be assessed.109 Since in this
article, it is admitted that theCJEU tends to stick to the absolute theory, I will not enter
here into the discussion of the pros and cons of the relative and absolute theories. The
absolute theory of the essence of fundamental rights assumes that every such right has
an inviolable core that is not up for balancing. The barriers are high for the assumption
of an interference with the essence; consequently, the CJEU does not often assume
such an interference. It did so in the past mainly for procedural rights, such as the
right to effective remedy in Article 47 or the right to be heard in Article 41(2)a of
the Charter.110 It is relatively straightforward to determine the essence in those cases:
if there is strictly no possibility to file an appeal, the right for effective remedy itself
ceases to exist and the essence of the right is therefore compromised as well.111 It
appears much more difficult to define the essence of such a broad concept like privacy.
In Schrems, the CJEU saw the essence of the respect for private life protected under
Article 7 of the Charter compromised, because people were in an untargeted and very
broad manner ‘completely stripped of their privacy’112:

legislation permitting the public authorities to have access on a generalized basis to the content
of electronic communications must be regarded as compromising the essence of the fundamental
right to respect for private life, as guaranteed by Article 7 of the Charter113

The famous case of Schrems is to date the only one in which the court assumed an
interference with the essence of Article 7. Brkan noted that ‘the actual essence of each
fundamental right can be determined only in its application’, highlighting the difficulty
to predict judgments of the court in a merely abstract way.114 It is therefore difficult
to make a prognosis, whether the court would consider health-related FDP also as
interfering with the essence, as suggested by Zöller and Thörnich when stating that
such a genetic analysis would infringe on the ‘core area of personality’.115

Nevertheless, I would like to make an attempt by defining which elements of
health-related FDP could in theory violate the essence of Article 7 of the Charter. As
Lenaerts states, the essence of a right cannot be compromised if only some aspects of
a fundamental right are limited or if the limitations are only under certain conditions
applying to a specific person.116 Some specific aspects of data protection defined in the

109 See, e.g., Orlando Scarcello, Preserving the ‘Essence’ of fundamental rights under Article 52(1) of the Charter: A
Sisyphean task? 16 Eur. Const. Law Rev. 647 (2021); Tuomas Ojanen, Making the essence of fundamental
rights real: The Court of Justice of the European Union clarifies the structure of fundamental rights under the
Charter, 12 Eur. Const. Law Rev. 318 (2016); Koen Lenaerts, Limits on limitations: The essence of
fundamental rights in the EU, 20 German Law Journal 779 (2019); Takis Tridimas & Giulia Gentile,
The essence of rights: An unreliable boundary? 20 German Law Journal 794 (2019).

110 See, e.g., État luxembourgeois, C-245/19 [GC], EU:C:2020:795, para. 69 (Oct. 06, 2020); Facebook Ire-
land and Schrems, C-311/18 [GC], EU:C:2020:559, para. 72 (July 16, 2020); Schrems, C-362/14 [GC],
EU:C:2015:650, para. 95 (Oct. 06, 2015); RQ v. Commission, T-29/17, EU:T:2018:717, para. 74 (Oct. 24,
2018).

111 See also Brkan, supra note 107, at 356.
112 Id., at 353.
113 Schrems, at para. 94.
114 Brkan, supra note 107, at 350.
115 Zöller & Thörnich, supra note 24, at 337.
116 Lenaerts, supra note 109, at 785.
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LED, such as access to data or data controller obligations could be realized for health-
related FDP by carefully drafted laws. However, what might be seriously at stake right
from the beginning is the concept of ‘data control’ or also referred to as ‘informational
self-determination’.

Just as ‘essence’ the concept of ‘informational self-determination’ originates from
the principle of human dignity in theGerman constitutional law.117 TheGermanCon-
stitutional Court saw the principal reason to acknowledge this right to ‘informational
self-determination’ in a right for anundisturbeddevelopment of thepersonality. Recital
7 of the GDPR says, ‘Natural persons should have control of their own personal data’,
thereby incorporating this concept in the European data protection framework.118 In a
judgement from the year 1989, the German Constitutional Court made an attempt to
define the ‘core area of private life’. It mentions two conditions that have to be fulfilled,
before data could be considered as located in this core area: First, the will of the data
subject to keep this data private. Second, the data has to be intimately personal, as to
not in connection with others or the society in general.119 Both conditions will most
likely be fulfilled for health-related forensic genetic data.

By investigating into the genome, revealing sensitive information most likely not
previously known to the data subject and with no chance for him or her to control
on this process of data generation and subsequent usage, the will of that person and
her right to informational self-determination is not only overwritten, but completely
ignored. The concerned individual has absolutely no possibility to intervene, since the
DNA sample for FDP is not taken from the data subject itself. Once knowledge about
the genetic makeup of the individual has been gathered, it cannot just be completely
erased afterwards. Therefore, the ignorance of consent can also not be healed in a later
stage of the investigation. The concerned person can partially gain back control of their
data only after all the testing has already been done. In this respect, it seems like the
data subject is treated as a mere object to the goal of elucidating a crime.120 It also has
to be kept in mind that the analysis is conducted on a biological trace recovered at a
crime scene. So the personwho’s DNA is exploited in such awaymight not even be the
perpetrator.

Such an extensive deprivation of control might be considered acceptable for data
withno larger relevance for the life of the concerned individual, such as a standardDNA
profile, carryingno information relevant for someone’s personality, or for the revelation
of the genetic grounds of obvious pigmentation traits or even for BGA.121 In contrast,
it might not be acceptable for health-related data, because such data can have a huge
impact on the personal development, if e.g. potentially life-threatening genetic variants
are uncovered.

Therefore, health-related FDP has the potential to interfere with the essence of
the right for privacy in Article 7 and the essence of the right for data protection in

117 Grundgesetz für die Bundesrepublik Deutschland (Basic Law), Art. 19(2); BVerfGE 65, 1, paras. 151–154.
118 Thouvenin, supra note 50, at 250.
119 BVerfGE 80, 367, paras. 28–29.
120 This is also the case for DNA profiles or fingerprints. However, the intensity of the intrusion is not

comparable.While classical DNA profiles or fingerprints say notmuch about the person concerned, except
that they are a means of identification, genetic health data is intimately related to their personality. Genetic
testing for health conditions without consent therefore poses a much greater threat to human dignity.

121 See supra section II.
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Article 8 of the Charter ‘as the individual is deprived of any meaningful control over
the [data] processing, with a potentially detrimental impact.’122 However, predicting
the jurisprudence of the CJEU on the matter in an abstract way might turn out to
be not very reliable. We must therefore note that to date the legal framework of
the European Union does not provide any clear guidance as to the permissibility of
health-related FDP.

VI. CONCLUSION
Health-related FDP is a potential forensic tool particularly intrusive to the right to
privacy as protected under the ECHR and the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the
EU. As to now, there seems to be a consensus among the European governments that
health-related FDP threatens the fundamental rights of natural persons too much, to
be applied. Such a consensus could constitute a high hurdle for every EU member
state or contracting state to the ECHR, willing to introduce legislation not in line with
this prevailing view. However, we must keep in mind that most European countries
do not have explicit legislation on the issue, what weakens the assumption of a strong
consensus to some degree.

Proponents of health-related FDP may also have difficulties in demonstrating the
required level of efficiency for the method. This must nevertheless be considered a
relatively low hurdle. Even if a method proves useless in most of the cases in which it is
applied, but helps to solve a single high-profile case, itmight still be considered efficient
enough.123

It might therefore be advisable to regulate the scope of forensic genetic analysis
at European level, e.g. within the LED. The LED has already been criticized in the
literature, because its well-intentioned focus on data subject rights lacks efficacy in
enabling individuals to exert the suggested control over their data.124 Clearly delimiting
the analytical scope of (genetic) data processing for law enforcement purposes would
significantly strengthen the efficacy of the Directive at least in this point and augment
transparency and predictability, not only for the European citizens, but also for the
Member States drafting legislations for forensic genetics.

122 Athena Christofi & Valerie Verdoodt, Exploring the essence of the right to data protection and smart cities.
SPECTRE project deliverable D.1.1, 1, 58 (2019), https://spectreproject.be/, report available at http://
dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3483616 (both websites accessed Jan. 17, 2022).

123 See, e.g.,Lisette Jong&AmadeM’Charek,The high-profile case as ‘fire object’: Following the Marianne Vaatstra
murder case through the media, 14 Crime Media Cult. 347, 357 (2018). The authors demonstrate how
the Vaatstra case influenced the debate on forensic genetics in the Netherlands. The same applies to the
introduction of FDP in Switzerland and in Germany. In both countries, violent sexual assault cases were
the driving force for changes in the law. See e.g. Daniel Gerny, DNA-Spuren sollen der Polizei bald Hautfarbe
und Herkunft verraten, Neue Zürcher Zeitung (Aug. 7, 2019), https://www.nzz.ch/schweiz/dna-spure
n-sollen-der-polizei-bald-hautfarbe-und-herkunft-verraten-ld.1498187 (accessed Jan. 17, 2022).

124 Leiser & Custers, supra note 91, at 378.
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